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Easy guitar

Debbie Cracknell

Enjoy Playing Guitar:  
Christmas Crackers
14 easy arrangements with flexible  
accompaniments

Christmas Crackers from the series Enjoy Playing 
Guitar is a winning collection of seasonal 
arrangements for young classical guitarists—
playing solo or in groups. This versatile collection 
includes separate melody parts and flexible 
accompaniments for up to four players, catering for 
mixed-ability groups as well as one-to-one lessons. 
The carefully arranged material, for elementary 
players (up to ABRSM Grade 3), provides suitable 

technical challenges, and percussion and other effects to motivate young 
learners. Best of all, it includes popular hits and traditional favourites 
drawn from the author’s many years of working with children.

Provisional contents:

Frosty the Snowman • Away in a manger • Deck the hall  
Let it Snow! Let it Snow! Let it Snow! • Once in royal David’s city 
In dulci jubilo • The Virgin Mary had a baby boy • We wish you a 
merry Christmas • Rockin’ around the Christmas tree • Hark! the 
herald angels sing • Jingle, bells • Santa Claus is coming to town 
O little town of Bethlehem • Sleigh Ride

978-0-19-340716-9 • Available September • Difficulty A–B • 32pp  

The series:

Enjoy Playing Guitar Tutor Book 1 + CD
978-0-19-337134-7

Enjoy Playing Guitar Tutor Book 2 + CD
978-0-19-338140-7

Enjoy Playing Guitar: Ensemble Games
34 workouts for guitar ensemble

978-0-19-336768-5

Enjoy Playing Guitar: Going Solo
25 progressive pieces for the early grades

978-0-19-338635-8

Enjoy Playing Guitar: Time for Two + CD
Duets for the developing guitarist

978-0-19-339080-5

Violin

Edited by Jane Griffiths

Traditional Fiddle + CD
An introduction to styles from England, Ireland, 
Scotland, and Wales

• The perfect introduction to real traditional  
 fiddling for intermediate players 

• Practical advice on bowing and ornamentation

• Attractive and lively pieces, including reels,  
 strathspeys, 3/2 hornpipes, and Playford and  
 morris dance tunes 

• CD with recordings of the tunes, selected  
 ornaments, and backing tracks for all tunes

•	 Companion website with suggestions for further reading and listening

Traditional Fiddle introduces eight regional fiddle styles from the UK 
and Ireland, with contributions from world-renowned fiddlers  
Kevin Burke, John Dipper, Liz Doherty, Nancy Kerr, Siân Phillips,  
Aidan O’Rourke, Jenna Reid, and Patsy Reid. Each chapter comprises: 
an overview of the particular style; a ‘workshopped’ tune through 
which key features, including bowing and ornaments, are explored; 
two more tunes that incorporate these stylistic elements; and ideas 
for further development of the tunes. The book also provides general 
advice on playing traditional fiddle, including learning by ear, tune types 
and structure, and much more.

978-0-19-339279-3 • Available August • Difficulty B–C • 56pp

Jane Griffiths studied violin and piano 
at Chetham’s School of Music before 
becoming interested in traditional fiddle. 
Her unique style has led her to perform 
nationally and further afield with musicians 
from many genres, and she works regularly 
as a session musician. She currently plays 
with English folk band Telling The Bees and 

Wod, a trio for French and Breton dance, and is a highly experienced 
teacher (violin/fiddle) and freelance music editor. 

major new title

major new title
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Organ

Edited by Rebecca Groom te Velde and David Blackwell 

Oxford Hymn Settings for Organists: 
Pentecost and Trinity

• New settings for organ of all the major hymn  
 tunes for the season 

• Fresh, imaginative new pieces, written by a  
 range of experienced organ composers based  
 in the US and the UK, and displaying a great  
 variety of styles and approaches 

• Practical, concise settings for all parts of  
 the church service—preludes, postludes,  
 fanfares, communion settings

• Pieces suitable for busy church musicians at intermediate level  
 working in all major denominations 

• Some pieces also suitable for recital use 

• Registration suggestions that can readily be adapted to suit most  
 instruments with pedals 

• Companion website featuring a cumulative index of hymn tunes  
 and contributor biographies

With a host of accessible, quality new settings, and with pieces based 
on all the major hymn tunes, these volumes are a must for every 
church organist’s library.

978-0-19-340069-6 • Available February 2016 • Difficulty B–C • 72pp  

Orchestral

Ralph Vaughan Williams arr. Adrian Williams

A Road All Paved with Stars
A symphonic fantasy

Jointly commissioned by The Vaughan Williams 
Charitable Trust and Oxford University Press,  
A Road All Paved with Stars is a single-movement 
orchestral work incorporating the finest music of 
Vaughan Williams’s opera The Poisoned Kiss. Using 
material from the most memorable songs and 
sections, including ‘Blue larkspur in a garden’, ‘Love 
breaks all rules’, and of course the ‘Kiss’ climax 
and its aftermath, Adrian Williams has created an 

orchestral synthesis befitting the composer’s own musical vision.

Orchestral material is available on hire/rental: 2fl(II+picc), 2ob, 2cl, 
2bsn, 4hn, 2tpt, 2tbn, tba, timp, 3perc, hp, str.

Study score: 978-0-19-340985-9 • Available January 2016 • Difficulty B–C 
96pp • 20 mins

Stewart Craggs

William Walton: A Catalogue
Third edition, paperback

This revised, updated, and expanded edition of 
the definitive catalogue of works by Sir William 
Walton (1902–83) follows the completion of the 
William Walton Edition. A comprehensive source 
of musical and documentary information relevant 
to Walton’s life and work, the catalogue features 
full details of composition dates, instrumentation, 
first performance, publication, the location of 
autograph manuscripts, critical comment, and 

significant recordings, as well as of previously undiscovered pieces. 
Appended are a helpful bibliography for further reading and indexes, 
including for works, authors of texts, first lines, and dedicatees.

978-0-19-340944-6 • Published • 192pp

General Editor: David Lloyd-Jones

William Walton Edition Complete Set

• A collected edition of Walton’s works in 23 volumes  
 and the Catalogue of Works as Volume 24

• 15 expert editors of individual volumes

• Handsomely bound and printed

The William Walton Edition is a collected edition of the works of one 
of England’s finest and best-loved composers. Each work is newly 
edited and checked against the composer’s manuscript, previous 
published editions, and all other relevant material. The result is a 
definitive and fully practical edition, based on the form in which the 
composer ultimately wished his music to be performed, and including 
in some cases both original and revised versions. Carefully researched 
introductory essays place the works in their historical context and in 
the composer’s oeuvre, and there are full critical notes.

978-0-19-340250-8 • Published • 6,530pp

Grades of difficulty

a very easy

B easy

c moderately difficult

d difficult

cominG soon

cominG soon

reminder
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Choral works

Bob Chilcott

The Angry Planet
An environmental cantata
for children’s choir, SATB chamber choir, and SATB double choir 
unaccompanied 

This monumental cantata for massed forces was commissioned 
by David Hill and The Bach Choir and premiered as part of the 
2012 BBC Proms. Setting a specially commissioned text by Charles 
Bennett, Chilcott skilfully uses both metred and unmetered sung and 
spoken lines to highlight the text’s environmental message. While the 
musically interlinked choirs sing of humanity’s negligence towards 
nature in a series of dream images, the endearing and innocent 
tunes of the children’s choir ultimately evoke a sense of hope for the 
future. Creating a unique opportunity for adult and children’s choirs 
to collaborate, this captivating piece offers a fun and educational 
performance experience for singers both young and old.

978-0-19-340982-8 • Published • Difficulty B–C • 128pp • 45 mins 

Bob Chilcott

Dances of Time
for SATB and piano   

Dances of Time is an original and varied collection of five choral 
songs addressing different aspects of time. Texts ranging from biblical 
through to the twentieth century are set to Chilcott’s attractive 
and characterful music, drawing on elements of dance forms and 
portraying an array of moods. We start with a rhythmic setting of 
Henry VIII’s famous text ‘Pastime with good company’, before the 
contrastingly wistful, reflective ‘Today’. The carpe diem sentiment of 
Robert Herrick’s ‘Gather ye rosebuds’ is heightened through the use 
of a lively 6/8 jig, and in ‘To every thing there is a season’, a central 
3/4 section presents the paired images of the text from Ecclesiastes, 
enclosed by almost hymn-like outer segments. The infectiously positive 
‘Life has loveliness’ sums up the overall message of the collection: 
despite the passing of time, we can live in and celebrate the present 
through music and singing.

Orchestral material is available on hire/rental: 2fl(+picc), 2ob, 2cl, 2bsn, 
2hn, 2tpt, timp, 2perc(tri, tamb, susp cym, glock), str

978-0-19-340060-3 • Available August • Difficulty B–C • 46pp • 15 mins 

Gabriel Jackson

To the Field of Stars
for SATB choir, percussion, and cello 

A work on the subject of pilgrimages to Santiago 
de Compostela, To the Field of Stars features 
a variety of texts on the nature of travel and 
worship. Underpinned by evocative cello and 
percussion lines, Jackson’s strong choral writing 
offers fragments of spoken lines and unexpected 
melodic twists, while a refrain recurs in a new 
musical guise after each movement. The piece 
reaches its climax in the sixth movement when 

quiet, freely repeated choral notes ring out against cello and crotales, 
creating a musical ‘field of stars’. Mysterious and beautiful, this piece 
offers an immensely rewarding challenge for choirs.

Percussion and cello parts are available on hire/rental

978-0-19-340981-1 • Published • Difficulty B–C • 104pp • 34 mins 

Simon Johnson

Gloria
for SATB and organ or brass, timpani, and organ       

This jubilant single-movement setting of the Latin 
Gloria by celebrated organist Simon Johnson has 
something for everyone. Scored for SATB choir 
with brass ensemble, organ, and timpani (or organ 
alone), the work is highly original and packed with 
content, including recurring rhythmic and melodic 
motifs, harmonic twists, a peaceful central section, 
and a four-part fugue. Johnson’s choral writing is 
clean and concise, and experienced singers will 

find the vocal lines approachable and enjoyable. The instrumental 
ensemble/organ part is integral to the work, featuring short interludes 
and melodic/textural interest as well as providing support to the 
voices where necessary. This exciting work holds its own among more 
established Gloria settings and will stand the test of time.      

Orchestral material is available on hire/rental: 2hn, 3tpt, 3tbn, tuba, 
timp, organ

978-0-19-340725-1 • Available August • Difficulty C–D • 24pp • 9½ mins 

Bob Chilcott

Gloria
for SATB choir, organ, brass quintet, and timpani 

978-0-19-340486-1 • Available January 2016 • 48pp • 12 mins 

major new title

major new title

cominG soon
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Secular choral

Shakespeare settings

These two collections of exquisite settings, specially commissioned to 
celebrate the four hundredth anniversary of the Bard’s death, present 
Shakespeare’s finest texts set to music by some of today’s most 
accomplished choral composers.

• Accompanied and unaccompanied settings

• Moderate difficulty–ideal for adult and youth choirs

Compiled and edited by Bob Chilcott

Shall I compare thee?
10 Shakespeare settings for mixed voices
Bob Chilcott: The Bird of Dawning

Jussi Chydenius: Fear no more the heat o’ the sun 

Sarah Quartel: I know a bank where the wild thyme blows 

Will Todd: It was a lover and his lass 

Owain Park: Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day? 

Cecilia McDowall: Sigh no more, ladies

Howard Skempton: Come away, come away death

Alan Bullard: When that I was and a little tiny boy 

Richard Allain: If music be the food of love

William Walton, arr. Bob Chilcott: Touch her soft lips and part

978-0-19-340614-8 • Available August • Difficulty B–C • 80pp

Compiled and edited by Bob Chilcott

Hark, hark, the lark
8 Shakespeare settings for upper voices (SA/SSA)
Andrea Ramsey: Over hill, over dale

Sarah Quartel: Blow, blow, thou winter wind

Alan Bullard: Hark, hark, the lark

Stephen Hatfield: When icicles hang by the wall

Paul Jarman: And will he not come again?

Jussi Chydenius: You spotted snakes with double tongue

Bob Chilcott: Our revels now are ended 

Bob Chilcott: Come unto these yellow sands

978-0-19-340615-5 • Available August • Difficulty B–C • 64pp

Bob Chilcott

The Marriage of True Minds
for SATB and piano or strings

The Marriage of True Minds is an emotive setting 
of Shakespeare’s Sonnet 116, a favourite text 
for weddings. Chilcott presents two distinct 
musical characters: the music for the first quatrain 
is warm, passionate, and optimistic, featuring 
changing metres and rich harmonies, while the 
music for the second and third quatrains is 
contemplative yet resolute, featuring running 
triplets in the accompaniment. The closing couplet 

is a fusion of both characters, leading to a heartfelt, touching finale.  

An accompaniment for strings is available on hire/rental.

978-0-19-340056-6 • Available July • Difficulty C • 20pp • 10 mins

Other settings of Shakespeare texts: 

John Rutter 

Birthday Madrigals 
for SATB with optional double bass and optional piano

Rutter’s music captures the varied moods of Shakespeare’s words, 
with their rapture, sorrow, humour, and vitality, in a way that makes 
these classic madrigal texts come alive for contemporary audiences. 

It was a lover and his lass • Draw on, sweet night • Come live with me 
My true love hath my heart • When daisies pied

978-0-19-338029-5 • Published • Difficulty C • 48pp • 16 mins 

Ralph Vaughan Williams

In Windsor Forest 
for SATB and orchestra or strings and piano

A cantata for SATB chorus and full orchestra OR strings and piano, 
adapted by the composer from his opera Sir John in Love. Includes 
settings of words by Shakespeare (from ‘Much Ado About Nothing’) 
and his near contemporaries: John Still, Thomas Ravenscroft, John Lyly, 
Ben Jonson, Thomas Campion, and Philip Rosseter.

Orchestral material is available on hire/rental: 2 fl, 2ob, 2cl, 2bsn, 2 hn, 
2tpt, 1tromb, timp.perc.hp-str 

978-0-19-339121-5 • Published • Difficulty C • 56pp • 20 mins 

Ralph Vaughan Williams

Serenade to Music 
for vocal soloists or SATB choir and orchestra or reduced orchestra

This tender and much-loved work was written for 16 soloists and 
orchestra, but may also be sung by four soloists and chorus, or by 
mixed-voice chorus. 

978-0-19-336002-0 • Published • Difficulty C • 24pp • 14 mins 

major new title
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Alison Burns and Gitika Partington

Community Voiceworks
The Complete Resource for Community Choirs

• 43 flexible songs, from simple unison to four  
  parts, by established writers and arrangers

• Ideal for community choirs of all types and 
  school groups of 11+ years

• Vast range of repertoire, including well-known  
  pop songs, traditional songs from around the  
  world, contemporary songs, protest songs,  
  and rounds

• Diverse themes, including Peace and Reflection, Liberty and  
 Freedom, and Celebrations 

• Warm-ups and practical tips on working with amateur singers and  
 the natural voice 

• Supporting rehearsal plans for each song, from the basis of learning  
 by ear 

• Copiable pages

• CD containing MP3s of learning tracks (providing individual vocal  
 parts) and backing tracks for some pieces

• Recordings of full performances available to download

Community Voiceworks is an unrivalled collection of fun, reflective, 
empowering, and moving songs in the practical Voiceworks format. 
With five sections covering a variety of life’s key themes, there is 
something for everyone—from classic hits such as ‘Sitting on the 
Dock of the Bay’, ‘If I had a hammer’, ‘Walking on Sunshine’, and 
‘Something Inside So Strong’ to well-known traditional songs and new 
works by acclaimed choir leaders. The CD provides recordings of 
individual parts, allowing non-readers to learn aurally, and song sheets 
are photocopiable. A truly inclusive collection for all groups who love 
singing together, regardless of experience! 

Section I: Short and Sweet

Section II: Peace and Reflection

Section III: Liberty and Freedom

Section IV: Change, Loss, and Moving On

Section V: Celebrations

978-0-19-339079-9 • Available August • Difficulty A-B • 248pp

Other books in the Voiceworks series: 

major new title  Two new promotional CDs for 2015
Complete performances of new carols,  
anthems, and partsongs

Many of OUP’s new choral titles for 2015 are featured on our new 
promotional sampler CDs. You can download the complete music  
of both CDs as mp3s from www.oup.com/uk/music/newCDs.  
If you would like us to send you one or both CDs, email  
acmarketing.services@oup.com. Customers in the US email  
sales.us@editionpeters.com.

Christmas Choral Highlights 2015
 1 A little child there is yborn — Alan Bullard 978-0-19-340745-9
 2 God is born among us — Malcolm Archer 978-0-19-340782-4
 3 A Winter’s Night — Cecilia McDowall 978-0-19-340368-0
 4 Rejoice and sing! — John Rutter  978-0-19-340501-1
 5 This is the truth sent from above — Alan Bullard 978-0-19-340874-6
 6 What sweeter music (SSA or SSS) — John Rutter 978-0-19-340752-7
 7 Softly — Will Todd 978-0-19-340743-5
 8 The Wellspring — Bob Chilcott 978-0-19-339245-8
 9 Nowell, nowell — Jonathan Willcocks 978-0-19-340501-1
  Tracks 10 and 11 are from Wenceslas 978-0-19-340476-2
 10 Sleeping in winter’s arms — Bob Chilcott 
 11 Thank you — Bob Chilcott 
 12 Tomorrow shall be my dancing day — Bob Chilcott 978-0-19-339866-5
 13 Christmas is coming — Mack Wilberg 978-0-19-340770-1

Choral Highlights 2015
Sacred
 1 This joyful Eastertide — Matthew Owens 978-0-19-340650-6
 2 Holy is the true light — Gabriel Jackson 978-0-19-340724-4
 3 O give thanks unto the Lord — John Rutter 978-0-19-340830-2
 4 A Litany — William Walton 978-0-19-340742-8
 5 Song of Creation — Howard Helvey 978-0-19-340723-7
 6 Build this House — Michael Berkeley 978-0-19-340717-6
 7 When I survey the Wondrous Cross — Bob Chilcott 978-0-19-340855-5
  From Five Passion Hymns
 8 Light Eternal — Cecilia McDowall 978-0-19-339469-8

Secular
Tracks 9–15 are from two collections of new Shakespeare settings, edited by 
Bob Chilcott. Details are on p.5.
 9 Come away, come away death — Howard Skempton 978-0-19-340614-8
 10 When that I was and a little tiny boy — Alan Bullard 978-0-19-340614-8
 11 Hark, hark, the lark — Alan Bullard 978-0-19-340615-5
 12 Touch her soft lips and part— William Walton,  
  arr. Bob Chilcott 978-0-19-340614-8
 13 When icicles hang by the wall— Stephen Hatfield 978-0-19-340615-5
 14 Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day? — Owain Park 978-0-19-340614-8
 15 Over hill, over dale — Andrea Ramsey 978-0-19-340615-5
 16 A flower remembered — John Rutter 978-0-19-340482-3
 17 Mo li hua (Jasmine Flower) — Bob Chilcott 978-0-19-340421-2
 18 Wide open spaces — Sarah Quartel 978-0-19-340483-0
 19 Here in my Heart — Sarah Quartel 978-0-19-340367-3
  Tracks 20 and 21 are from Mouse Tales 978-0-19-340059-7
 20 Beneath the Mat — Bob Chilcott 
 21 The Trial — Bob Chilcott 
 22 Don’t forget tomorrow — Pete Churchill 978-0-19-340210-2

978-0-19-343556-8 978-0-19-336894-1 978-0-19-336050-1 
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Bob Chilcott

Mo Li Hua
for SATB with piano accompaniment and unaccompanied

Mo li hua is a tri-language publication suitable for 
Chinese- or English-speaking choirs. A collection 
of arrangements of five well-known traditional 
Chinese songs depicting the simplicity and 
beauty of everyday life, it includes simplified 
and traditional Chinese scripts, as well as English 
singing translations. A Pinyin version of the 
Chinese—for non-Chinese reading choirs—will 
be available from the OUP website. The songs, 

drawn from across China, are arranged sympathetically and in 
Chilcott’s original style, suggesting a musical fusion of East and West. 
The song ‘Mo li hua’ was arranged for The Bach Choir and David Hill, 
who gave its premiere while on tour in China in April 2014.

My Flower • Shepherd’s Song • Sun is Out • In Sichuan • Mo Li Hua 
(Jasmine Flower)

978-0-19-340421-2 • Available September • Difficulty B–C • 48pp • 12 mins 

Sarah Quartel

Voice on the Wind
for SSAA and hand drum

Voice on the Wind sets an inspiring text, written 
by the composer, about the empowerment 
of singing. With a catchy melody, imitative scat 
singing, and a driving hand drum accompaniment, 
this piece has all the hallmarks of Quartel’s 
innovative style.

978-0-19-341013-8 • Available August • Difficulty B • 12pp • 4 mins 

Arranged by Frank Sargent

The Star-Spangled Banner
for SA (with divisions) unaccompanied

This upper-voice version of Sargent’s popular 
SATB arrangement of the US national anthem 
may be performed on its own or in combination 
with the original SATB score. The vocal lines are 
simple and homophonic, making the arrangement 
accessible to singers of all ages and abilities.

978-0-19-340877-7 • Published • Difficulty A–B • 4pp • 1½ mins

Also available for SATB:
978-0-19-386165-7 • Published • Difficulty A–B • 4pp • 1½ mins

Cecilia McDowall

Night Flight
for SSATB and cello

Night Flight was written to mark the centenary 
of Harriet Quimby’s pioneering flight across the 
English channel. Setting texts by Sheila Bryer on 
the mysterious powers of the sea, earth, and 
air, McDowall uses vocal clusters and haunting 
solo cello lines to highlight the sense of fear, awe, 
and majesty experienced by an individual pitted 
against the elements. Cecilia McDowall was 
awarded the 2014 British Composer Award in 
the Choral category for Night Flight.

Vocal score: 978-0-19-340822-7 • 32pp

Cello part: 978-0-19-340821-0 • 12pp

Both Published • Difficulty C • 13 mins

        John Rutter  
      Anniversary Edition

The John Rutter Anniversary Edition celebrates the 
70th birthday of one of Britain’s leading composers 
and the 30th anniversary of his choir, The Cambridge 
Singers. Featuring mainly earlier pieces from the 
composer’s catalogue, this series presents seminal 
works for mixed chorus in brand new editions and 
with accompanying notes on both the music and 

performance, written by the composer himself. The Anniversary 
Edition provides the most comprehensive and authoritative 
performance materials (including full scores and parts) for over 30  
of the composer’s favourite anthems, carols, and songs. 

Watch John Rutter talk about the John Rutter Anniversary Edition on 
YouTube. Search for ‘John Rutter Anniversary Editions’.

Christmas
Candlelight Carol  new

for SATBB and organ/chamber ensemble

Vocal score: 978-0-19-340738-1 • 8pp

Full score: 978-0-19-341055-8 • 8pp

Set of parts: 978-0-19-341056-5 • 38pp

All published • Difficulty A • 4 mins

Go, tell it on the mountain  new

for SATB and piano or orchestra

Vocal score: 978-0-19-340741-1 • 12pp

Full score: 978-0-19-341057-2 • 20pp

Set of parts: 978-0-19-341058-9 • tbc

All published • Difficulty A–B • 3 mins

reminder 
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Sans Day Carol  new

for SATB and organ or small orchestra

Vocal score: 978-0-19-340739-8 • 12pp

Full score: 978-0-19-341010-7 • 20pp

Set of parts: 978-0-19-341011-4 • 46pp

All published • Difficulty A–B • 6 mins

Shepherd’s Pipe Carol  new

for SATB and organ

Vocal score: 978-0-19-340740-4 • 16pp

Full score: 978-0-19-341007-7 • 28pp

Set of parts: 978-0-19-341009-1 • 80pp

All published • Difficulty A–B • 3 mins

Silent Night
for SATB unaccompanied 

978-0-19-340751-0 • Published • Difficulty B • 8pp • 3 mins

The John Rutter Songbook CD
John Rutter has personally selected 40 of his 
best-loved pieces for this new ClassicFM double 
album (CFMD36), with one disc dedicated to 
his Christmas music. There are compositions, 
arrangements, excerpts from longer works, and, 
in two cases, orchestrations of other composers’ 

music. Tracks include O Holy Night, In the bleak mid-winter, Shepherd’s 
Pipe Carol, The Lord bless you and keep you, O waly, waly, and his new 
carol, Christ is the morning star.

Sacred
All things bright and beautiful  new

for SATB and piano/chamber orchestra

978-0-19-340734-3 • Available August • 12pp • 2½ mins

Be thou my vision
for SATB and piano/orchestra

978-0-19-340735-0 • Available August • 12pp • 4 mins

For the beauty of earth
for SATB and piano/organ/small orchestra

Vocal score: 978-0-19-340572-1 • Published • Difficulty A • 12pp • 3½ mins 

Full score: 978-0-19-340727-5 • Published • 28pp

Set of parts: 978-0-19-340729-9 • Published • 94pp

God be in my head
for SATB unaccompanied

978-0-19-340551-6 • Published • Difficulty A • 8pp • 1½ mins

I my Best-Beloved’s am
for SATB (with divisions) unaccompanied

New to the OUP catalogue, I my Best-Beloved’s am focuses on the 
theme of marriage. Gregorian chant is the prevalent musical influence, 
and the male and female voices are offset against each other in an 
effective contrast. 

978-0-19-340554-7 • Published • Difficulty B–C • 16pp • 6½ mins 

The Lord bless you and keep you
for SATB and organ/strings

Vocal score: 978-0-19-340571-4 • Published • Difficulty A • 8pp • 2½ mins 

Full score: 978-0-19-340730-5 • Published • 8pp

Set of parts: 978-0-19-340731-2 • Published • 28pp

O clap your hands  new

for SATB and organ/chamber orchestra

978-0-19-340737-4 • Available August • 12pp • 3½ mins

Open thou mine eyes
for SATB (with divisions) unaccompanied 

978-0-19-340550-9 • Published • Difficulty A • 8pp • 3 mins

Three Choral Amens
for SSAATTBB and SSATB unaccompanied 

This is the first publication of two of the Amens (in F and A), and the 
musical style of the three may be characterized as Anglican-romantic. 

978-0-19-340553-0 • Published • Difficulty A • 8pp • 5 mins

Secular
Blow, blow, thou winter wind
for SATB (with divisions) and piano/small orchestra 

Vocal score: 978-0-19-340552-3 • Published • Difficulty A–B • 12pp • 4 mins 

Full score: 978-0-19-340564-6 • Published • 28pp

Set of parts: 978-0-19-340565-3 • Published • 72pp

Dashing away with the  new 
smoothing iron
for SATBB unaccompanied

978-0-19-340736-7 • Available August • Difficulty B • 16pp • 2½ mins  
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Down by the riverside
for SATB (with divisions and optional audience) and piano/chamber 
orchestra 

Vocal score: 978-0-19-340573-8 • Published • Difficulty A–B • 16pp • 4 mins 

Full score: 978-0-19-340732-9 • Published • 32pp

Set of parts: 978-0-19-340733-6 • Published • 112pp

The Owl and the Pussy-cat
for SATB unaccompanied

978-0-19-340570-7 • Published • Difficulty B • 12pp • 2 mins

Publishing 2016–17

Angels we have heard on high  SATB unaccompanied 

Away in a manger  SATB unaccompanied 

Bring a torch, Jeannette, Isabella SATB and piano/orchestra 

Christ the Lord is risen again  SATB and organ/orchestra 

Christmas Lullaby  SATB and piano/organ/orchestra 

The Corpus Christi Carol  SSAAATTBB unaccompanied 

Good Ale  SATB and piano/orchestra 

Home is a special kind of feeling  SATB and piano/orchestra 

I believe in springtime  Children’s chorus, opt. SATB and  
 piano/orchestra 

I wonder as I wander  SATB unaccompanied 

Mary’s Lullaby  SATB and piano/orchestra 

O waly waly  SATBB unaccompanied 

Riddle Song  SATB and orchestra 

Sing a song of sixpence  SATB unaccompanied 

The Lord is my shepherd  SATB and organ/ensemble/ 
 orchestra 

There is a flower  SATB unaccompanied 

Thy perfect love  SATB and organ/strings

Christmas choral

Sir David Willcocks

A Celebration in Carols
for SATB accompanied and unaccompanied   

•	 15 well-known carol arrangements and compositions by  
 Sir David Willcocks

•	 Additionally, three new carols by John Rutter, Bob Chilcott, and  
 Jonathan Willcocks

•		Foreword by John Rutter

Sir David Willcocks: A Celebration in Carols marks the 95th birthday of 
one of the most acclaimed choral conductors, editors, and arrangers 
of our time. A survey of his work, the collection brings together 
many of Willcocks’s best-loved carol arrangements, spanning his 
career as co-editor of Carols for Choirs and as conductor of the 
UK’s finest choirs. It includes a selection of his original compositions 
too, and gives an overview of the styles and traditions that have 
enhanced the Christmas musical experience of thousands of singers 
and listeners. As an affectionate birthday tribute, A Celebration also 
includes specially commissioned new carols by John Rutter, Bob 
Chilcott, and Jonathan Willcocks.

David Willcocks: Away in a manger*	•	David Willcocks: I saw three 
ships	•	David Willcocks: O come, all ye faithful*	•	David Willcocks: 
Sussex Carol*	•	David Willcocks: Infant holy, infant lowly	•	David 
Willcocks: Tomorrow shall be my dancing day	•	David Willcocks: 
Hark! the herald-angels sing*	•	David Willcocks: Quelle est cette 
odeur agréable?*	•	David Willcocks: Gabriel’s Message	•	David 
Willcocks: Birthday Carol*	•	David Willcocks: Resonemus laudibus* 
• David Willcocks: Jingle, Bells*	•	David Willcocks: Lullay, my liking 
David Willcocks: High Word of God, eternal Light	•	David Willcocks: 
Starry night	•	John Rutter : Rejoice and sing!*	•	Jonathan Willcocks: 
Nowell, nowell!	•	Bob Chilcott: There is no rose

*These pieces have orchestral material available on hire/rental.

978-0-19-340501-1 • Published • Difficulty B–C • 96pp 

reminder
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Bob Chilcott

Wenceslas
for mezzo-soprano and baritone soloists, SATB chorus, and piano 
or orchestra

The story of Good King Wenceslas on the Feast 
of Stephen is presented here as a vivid musical 
narrative, with solo parts for the characters of 
Wenceslas (baritone) and Page (mezzo-soprano). 
Chilcott sets new words by Charles Bennett to a 
colourful array of styles to recount their snow-
bound story. The choir sets the scene before 
Wenceslas and Page meet in ‘Who can that be?’,  
and the story-telling continues in several 

contrasting movements, including a touching solo ballad from Page 
entitled ‘Thank you’ and the strong yet reflective closing movement, 
‘On St Stephen’s Night’. The full five verses of the well-known carol 
are skilfully interwoven throughout the work in different parts, with 
the final verse being sung by the audience or a semi-chorus, and 
the movements are punctuated by an instrumental interlude and 
triumphant fanfare.

Wintertide	•	Who can that be?	•	Forth they went	•	Interlude—
Winter Dark	•	Sleeping in winter’s arms	•	Thank you	•	Fanfare—
Winter Bright	•	On Saint Stephen’s Night

Orchestral material is available on hire/rental: 2fl, 2ob, 2cl, 2bsn, 2hn, 
2tpt, timp, 2perc, hp, str

978-0-19-340476-2 • Published • Difficulty B–C • 60pp • 24 mins 

Alan Bullard

This is the truth sent from above
for SATB and piano or organ

This heart-warming setting of a familiar text 
includes all the hallmarks of a Bullard carol. 
Through subtle time-signature changes, a gentle 
modulation, elegant contrapuntal lines, and an 
uplifting finale, the composer evokes the perfect 
Christmas feeling.

978-0-19-340874-6 • Published • Difficulty B • 8pp • 2½ mins

Gabriel Jackson

Vox clara ecce intonat
for SATB (with divisions) and soprano saxophone  

Setting the original Latin text of the hymn better 
known as ‘Hark! a thrilling voice is sounding’, 
Jackson creates an Advent piece of beautiful 
stillness. The largely homophonic choral parts, 
with a soloist supplying a gentle contrapuntal 
line, are contrasted with light and graceful 
interjections from the saxophone. The result is a 
quietly moving piece ideally suited for a reflective 
moment during an Advent service.

978-0-19-340763-3 • Published • Difficulty C • 12pp • 4 mins

John Rutter

What sweeter music
for SSA or SSS and organ or strings 

Originally published in a version for mixed 
voices, this much-loved Rutter carol has been 
adapted by the composer for performance by 
upper-voice choirs. Full scores and sets of parts, 
specially composed for the upper-voice version, 
are available on sale and on hire/rental. The set of 
parts contains the following string parts: 4 x vln I, 
4 x vln II, 3 x vla, 2 x vc, 1 x db.

Vocal score: 978-0-19-340752-7 • 8pp

Full score: 978-0-19-341001-5 • 8pp 

Set of Parts: 978-0-19-341003-9 • 28pp 

All published • Difficulty A • 3 mins

Also available for SATB:
978-0-19-343120-1 • Published • Difficulty A • 8pp • 5½ mins

Will Todd

My Lord has Come
for SSAA unaccompanied  

Originally published in a version for mixed voices, 
this heartfelt upper-voice arrangement begins 
with a pianissimo drone over which the sopranos 
introduce the expressive melody. With lush 
harmonies, moments of dynamic intensity, and an 
overriding sense of awe, it would make an ideal 
centrepiece for a Christmas or Epiphany concert 
or service.

978-0-19-341012-1 • Available August • Difficulty B • 4pp • 3½ mins 

Also available for SATB:

978-0-19-338223-7 • Published • Difficulty B • 4pp • 3½ mins

reminder
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Sacred choral
Richard Dering 
Edited by Richard Lyne

Ave Maria
for SATTB and organ continuo 

Continuing the Society’s series of Dering motets, 
this setting of Ave Maria from the 1617 Cantiones 
Sacra is mainly homophonic, with a few imitative 
phrases. It displays Dering’s love of the augmented 
triad and, with an organ continuo part, it is within 
the reach of a competent church choir.

978-0-19-395409-0 • Available September • Difficulty B 8pp • 2 mins 

Cecilia McDowall

Standing as I do before God
for soprano solo and SSATB unaccompanied

Setting a text spoken by Nurse Edith Cavell 
on the eve of her execution in 1915 and re-
fashioned by the poet Seán Street, McDowall has 
created a work of haunting beauty full of gently 
lamenting harmonies.The sombre subject matter 
makes the piece equally suitable for funerals and 
Remembrance Day celebrations. Standing as I do 
before God is featured on the CD A Multitude of 
Voices by the choir Sospiri on Convivium Records.

978-0-19-340762-6 • Published • Difficulty C • 12pp • 4 mins

Will Todd

Christus est stella
for SSATB (with divisions) unaccompanied 

In Christus est stella, Will Todd sets words by the 
Venerable Bede, which are also found inscribed 
above Bede’s tomb in the Gallilee Chapel of 
Durham Cathedral. Featuring the original Latin 
text intertwined with an English translation, the 
piece is homophonic and by turns ecstatic and 
calmly contemplative. It is particularly suitable for 
All Saints, All Souls, and Remembrance Day, as 
well as for funerals. Christus est stella was originally 
published in the collection Cantica Nova.

978-0-19-336906-1 • Published • Difficulty C • 8pp • 4 mins

Mack Wilberg

Softly and tenderly
for SSATB and piano or orchestra

This gentle arrangement of Will L. Thompson’s 
words and melody (1880) is ideal for mixed-voice 
choirs of all levels of experience. The melody 
is sympathetically treated, with simple vocal 
harmonizations alongside unison singing, reflecting 
the humble message of the text: ‘Jesus is calling, 
come home’. The accompaniment, for piano or 
small orchestra, creates a lush bed of sound over 
which the voices resonate.

Orchestral material is available on hire/rental: fl, 3hn, hp, str

978-0-19-340984-2 • Available August • Difficulty B • 12pp • 5 mins 

Also available for SSA: 
978-0-19-340161-7 • Published • Difficulty B • 12pp • 5 mins
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Operetta

Arthur Sullivan
Edited by Colin Jagger

The Yeomen of the Guard 
The Yeomen of the Guard is one of the most 
popular and enduring Gilbert and Sullivan Savoy 
operas. This critical performing edition, edited 
by Colin Jagger, Director of Music, University of 
Portsmouth, marks the 125th anniversary of the 
opera’s first performance. The edition presents 
the opera as it was originally conceived, correcting 
errors found in older editions (regarding music, 
dialogue, and stage directions) and including 

unpublished songs and alternative endings. The vocal score is clear and 
practical as well as scholarly and authoritative, reflecting the editor’s 
experience as a conductor. Full scores and clearly printed orchestral 
parts are available on hire/rental, and are consistent with the vocal 
score. In a further break with other editions, the vocal score includes 
the complete libretto.

Orchestral material and a narrator’s part (for use in concert 
performances) are available on hire/rental: 2fl (II+picc), ob, 2cl, 2bsn, 
2hn, 2 cornets, 3tbn, timp, str

Vocal score: 978-0-19-338920-5 • Available October • 216pp • 80 mins 

Also available:

Arthur Sullivan
Edited by David Russell Hulme 

Ruddigore

Vocal score: 978-0-19-324352-1 • Published • 176 pp • 120 mins 

‘I cannot recommend these scores highly enough.’

Sir Arthur Sullivan Society Magazine
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